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I have been dealing with debilitating and crippling pain in both feet, my right ankle and heel 
due to different injuries, and my left knee from a torn meniscus, which resulted in surgery. I 
have tried many things, which have given me temporary relief at best. I have given up being 
embarrassed to ride the electric carts at grocery stores because I opt for that over the 
horrible pain I feel with walking so much. 

 
While at a Chiropractic Convention this weekend, where I saw a booth with the PEMF (Pulsed 
Electro Magnetic Field Therapy). Because my pain was so bad yesterday, I waited in line to get 
a treatment. After the treatment to my feet and knee, I was in shock because I could walk 
normal without pain! Anyone who knows me, would understand because I have walked with a 
hobble 
for so long. This morning when I got up, I had some pain but as the day went on, I started 
walking normally again, with about 20% of the pain. I had another treatment today, and 
except for a tiny amount of pain in my right ankle, which did not get covered with the 
therapeutic ring when treating my feet. 

 
After my treatment yesterday, I decided to get the whole body scan to find where the healthy 
and unhealthy cells are in my body. I was alarmed at how many areas of my body showed 
VERY unhealthy cells. I started to get scared, but Fred, the tech, assured me that in his clinic 
in China, he sees patients like this on a regular basis, who get much improved scans after 
getting several weeks of treatments with the PEMF Therapy. Because of the areas of concern 
from my scan, I decided to have another treatment, focusing on some of those areas. One of 
those areas was my brain, which was covered in very unhealthy cells in the scan. While 
getting the treatment to my brain, it was very sensitive. I was grateful that moving the device 
further away from my body, helped the intensity to let up. Today, the sensitivity was 
considerably reduced and my head has been feeling much better. I was greatly encouraged by 
that as I have been dealing with high blood pressure for years and have not been able to get it 
under control even with medication. I have been scared I was going to have a stroke or heart 
attack…or die, so this gave me hope that something would help protect me from those things 
that did not include medication. 

 
I have been dealing with pains in my head which have added to my concerns. Yesterday, it 
was especially bad. However, after the treatment, my head felt better and clearer. Today, my 
head has been feeling much clearer and the pains in it have been going down. I understand 
the 
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healing will not take place overnight. I was told it can take several weeks to a month for the 
cells to transform from an unhealthy to a healthy state. The pictures showing results of a 
number of patients from Fred’s clinic in China, convinced me of that. 

 
I am giddy with excitement, as I had nearly given up on being free of pain. I now have hope 
that there is a way to quit walking like I am 20-40 years older than I am…and to walk and not 
ride to do my grocery shopping. Who knows, I may even consider going camping again! 

 
Terry Olsen – Tucson, Arizona, United States 
 

Terry Olson below picture getting treated with the Cell2n Ultra PEMF device 
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